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1. Introduction. The only known results concerning the nonexis-

tence of free differentiable ¿'-actions on homotopy spheres are the

following theorems of Montgomery, Yang and R. Lee:

Theorem 1 (Montgomery, Yang [l], [ó]). Let ~£jM denote the

Milnor 7-sphere. Then a homotopy 7-sphere 2^7 admits a free S1-

action if and only if 27«¿2^J/ for some k=0, ±4, ±6, ±10 or 14
(mod 28).

Theorem 2 (R. Lee [l]). There exist homotopy spheres in dimen-

sions 8k + 1 (& = 1) which do not admit free Stadions.

In this note, we shall study the corresponding problem for free

differentiable ¿»-actions. More precisely, we shall prove the following

results:

Theorem 3. Let ^u denote the Milnor sphere which is the generator

of on. Then a homotopy ll-sphere kj^.u admits no differentiable free

^-actions if k^O (mod 8).

Theorem 4. If a homotopy 7-sphere ^7 admits a free differentiable

S^-action, then ^7 45 the standard sphere S7.

It follows from Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 that there are free ¿*-

actions on some homotopy 7-spheres which cannot be imbedded in a

free ¿»-action. The proofs will be based on the computation of the

Eells-Kuiper /¿-invariants [2].

2. Proof of Theorem 3. It is well known that 0n=Z992 [S], and the

Eells-Kuiper invariant m(£aí)— —1/992 (mod 1). Hence ß is a com-

plete invariant for homotopy 11-spheres [2]. Theorem 3 is an im-

mediate consequence of the following lemma:

Lemma. Let ¿» act freely and differentiably on a homotopy ll-sphere

2". Then ju(£n) — w/124 (mod 1) for some integer n.

Proof. Since ¿» acts freely on 2n> we have the principal bundle

£: ¿»—»2211—>2311/'S3 which is homotopically equivalent to the Hopf
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bundle Si—^SU—^QP2, where QP2 denotes the quaternionic projective

plane. Hence the total Pontrjagin class p(£) of the bundle £ is given

by p(k) = 1 +2a+a2, where a is the generator of 774(£n/53; Z). Let

W be the total space of the associated disk bundle Di—*W *—*^n/Si

of £ which is homotopically equivalent to £u/53. Clearly IF is a

spin manifold with index t(IF)=0. Let pi(Yl11/S3)=zra, rEZ, and

/3 = ir*aG774(IF; Z). By Hirzebruch's index theorem [3, p. 86], we

have

PiŒu/S*) = (45 + rV/7.

It is not difficult to see that pi(W) = (r+2)ß, and

pi(W) = (r2 + Ur + 52)/32/7.

Thus the Eells-Kuiper ^-invariant has the following form:

m(Zu) ■ {±pi(W)pi(W) - 3p\(W) - 24r}[lF]/211-3-31 (mod 1)

= - (r + 2)(r - 2)(17r + 62)/211-3• 7-31 (mod 1).

As p. is a complete invariant of homotopy 11 -spheres, hence 992/u ( £1 ')

is an integer modulo 992 with

992M(Ln) = - (r+ 2)(r - 2)(17r + 62)/2»-3-7 (mod 992).

We can see that the integer r must be in the form r = 4m + 2 for some

integer m so that

992Al(X)11) = - m(m + I) (17 m + 24)/21  (mod 992).

This implies

(1) m(m + l)(l7m + 24) s 0 (mod 21).

The ¿42-genus of the manifold £n/53 is an integer because £n/S*

is a closed spin manifold [3, p. 198]. Thus we have m(m + \) =56i for

some integer i because

AiŒV) = {- 4*<£V) + 7^2(2:V)}/2'.45

= (r2 - 4)/2M = m(m + l)/56.

Substituting this result in (1) we obtain 8t(17m+24) = 0 (mod 3),

or equivalently ¿(17m + 24)/3 is an integer. Therefore

m(Eu) = -m(m + \)(\7m + 24)/992-21 (mod 1)

s - &{i(l7m + 24)/3}/992 (mod 1)

= - {¿(17« + 24)/3}/124 (mod 1).

This completes the proof.
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3. Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is exactly the same as the proof

of Theorem 3. We have the principal bundle £: ¿»—» TI7—» T^7/¿»

with associated disk bundle Di—^W—*^I7/S3, and indexes t(W) = \,

t(X)V¿3)=0. Thus ¿i(Z7¿3)=0 by the Hirzebruch index theo-

rem. We can easily see that pi(W) =2/3, where ß is the generator of

H\W; Z), and

m(E7) * {pi(W)2 - 4r}[lF]/27-7 (mod 1)

= (4-4)/27-7 = 0 (modi).

Hence £7«¿7 by [2].

In conclusion we conjecture that the homotopy sphere fe^l?""1,

k odd, admits no free differentiable ¿1 (resp. ¿»)-actions if « = 3

(resp. «^4), where y^t?-1 denotes the Milnor sphere.
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